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 Not all persons convicted of 
a domestic violence offense 
use battering behavior to 
dominate and control their 
victim:

◦ Situational violence

◦ Resistive/Reactive violence

◦ Self-defense

◦ Battering behavior

Those who have experienced victimization:
 Some describe:
◦ cyclical relationship where violence

increases in severity and frequency
◦ where violence has been minimal and remained 

minimal
◦ sadism and merciless torture
◦ where their partner believes they have every right 

to be violent if he/she fails to please them
◦ abuse as an extension of some other problem; a 

serious mental illness, a head injury, or 
drug/alcohol addiction*

 “People aggress for a variety of  reasons.  Some 
resort to force to appropriate tangible 
resources they desire. 

 Some behave aggressively because it wins 
them approval and status rewards. 

 Still others may rely on aggressive conquests to 
bolster their self-esteem and manliness.

 And some may derive satisfaction from seeing 
the expressions of  suffering they inflict on their 
victims…” 

 —Bandura, 1973, p. 184. (emphasis added)

 National Bulletin on Domestic Violence 
Prevention, Sept. 2014: “Lori Jackson did 
everything right.”
◦ Fled home with children

◦ Filed PFA; got temporary order

◦ Moved in with mother

◦ Day before final order hearing, husband shot and 
killed her.

 “Her case is not unique.”

National Bulletin on Domestic Violence 
Prevention, 9/2014, Vol. 20, Issue 9

•Different Motives

•Different Behaviors

•Different Dangers

All who batter seek to dominate and 

control their victim. Why they want to 

dominate and control, however, is 

quite different.
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Entitlement-based 

Survival-based 

Sadistic-based

(D. Stucky Halley)

 Motivation is based on privilege
◦ If  things don’t go his/her way, believes they 

have the right to punish

◦ Behavior is quite calculated, evidence of  
someone in absolute control rather than 
being “out of  control” with anger

◦ Some fake anger, or have “righteous” anger
 Jacobsen & Gottman

◦ Fits well with feminist perspective and social 
learning theory

Domestic Abuse Intervention Project

 Primary interest is money and material assets

 None had even normal degrees of  jealousy

 Some exploitive:
◦ View women as interchangeable and disposable

• Expectation of  services from their partner 

(sexual intimacy, emotional support, 

companionship, housework, care of  children) 

without assuming any reciprocal 

responsibilities.

 Contempt for their partner
◦ Could not think of  a positive attribute of  partner 

 View women as restrictors of  their liberty
◦ Lack empathy & remorse
◦ Manipulative, exploitive
◦ Shallow emotions

• Some are career criminals
 Victims rarely contact police
 Make victims drug dependent, then threatens to 

cut her off.
 Might also force them into prostitution

 Where the relationship was known between 
trafficker and victim, 33.07% spouse/partner was 
trafficker. (OAG victim service grantees, FY 2014)
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 Motivation related to survival needs.

◦ Must have their partner in order to survive, or for 

their image to remain intact

◦ Reaction to loss is not of  fear, but terror

◦ Sense of  betrayal is not normal anger, but rage

◦ Fits Walker’s description: strong cycle of  abuse

◦ Much of  Dutton’s “abusive personality” structure 

fits

◦ TOTAL DESPERATION!

 Borderline Tendencies; not 
necessarily disorder
◦Rages when perceives partner as not 

perfect  and failing them
◦Aloof, narcissistic, need partner to 

sustain their thirst for self-perfection

◦ Terrified of  both separation and 
closeness 

◦Creates self-fulfilling prophecy
Kaplan (Object Relations Theory)

 “Men who murder an intimate 
partner may begin by trying to 
prevent her from leaving him or 
trying to get her back but end by 
‘destroying her’ once he realizes 
that she is truly lost to him.” 

(Dobash & Dobash, 2015)
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Narcissism

No Support

 Amazing actor, director, etc.

 Was the 6th of 11 children

 Long-term drug and alcohol abuse

 Depression

 Suicidal thoughts

 “You need a bat to the side of the head” (You deserve to be killed.)
 You get it now, what MEAN is? You get it? (I am justified in being 

purposefully vengeful)
 You *** don’t care about me. I’m havin’ a hard time, and you **** gave 

up on me! (You abandoned me!)
 I’m coming to MY house: you’re in MY house! (You have taken everything 

when you deserve nothing.)
 She was makin’ eyes at me…“She’s not your friend. You don’t have any 

friends except me. (Isolation)
 I don’t have any friends. (I have no one but you, and you abandoned 

me.)
 I said, “the career is over” and you lit out of here faster than I’ve ever 

seen you before! (I have lost everything, and you abandoned me when I 
needed you most. Unforgiveable!)

 I’ll put you in a rose garden.  You understand that? (I will kill you.)
 Get a *** restraining order! (That paper is not stopping me—I have 

nothing more to lose.)

 Protection orders can heighten danger in 

some survival-based cases.

◦ Those with high stake in conformity and 

not survival-based are most likely to be 

deterred.

 Victims should be given opportunity to 

obtain protective orders but should not be 

pressured to do so. 

 “…combination of  anger toward her and 

self-loathing…he said he frequently felt 

inferior… (p.90)

 “…suicide threats, quitting his job, cashing 

out his retirement…someone who’d decided 

he had little to live for…” (p. 4)
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◦ Research indicates those with dependency 
issues (survival-based) are most 
dangerous during or after separation; 

◦ Those who batter and are “antisocial” 
could be most dangerous during the 
relationship (Saunders & Hamill, 2003)

 Most who committed homicide-
suicide were “likely to be narcissistic 
and to have a strong emotional bond 
with the victim that included a 
dependence on her and a belief that 
her identity and/or existence were 
inseparable from his own.” (Liem & 
Oberwittler, 2013, p 204)

 “Losing his family through death…no more disastrous 
than losing through desertion…at least he has called 
the shots and exerted his authority…” (Wilson, 
Daly, Daniele, 1995)

 Acting on a sense of “humiliated fury”.
(Wilson, Daly, Daniele, 1995)

 All were children of the women partners but only 1/3 
were the biological children of the men who murdered 
them (Dobash & Dobash, 2015)

 Those committing homicide-suicide, and/or 
familicide are more likely than other IPM’s to be:
◦ From the dominant ethnic group
◦ Middle class
◦ Employed            (Dobash & Dobash, 2015)
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 Motivated by the pleasure received through 
causing another’s pain

 Most intelligent

 Usually have considerable power on the job

 May begin abuse long after marriage vows 

 Masterful at hiding abuse: part of  the “game”

 Victimization first noted when victims enter 
psych units

 “Compliant Victim” of  Sexual Sadist-
Hazelwood

 Not always distinct 
categories

 Can carry a wide 
range of differences

 Knowing the 
batterer’s motive is 
just one aspect to 
consider.

Entitlement

Sadistic
SurvivalHigh Risk

Applying Motive 

to Risk and 

Lethality

 Prevalence: “Problems and conflicts are relatively 
common in intimate relationships, but murder is 
rare.”    (Dobash & Dobash, 
2015, p 29)

 Intimate Partner Homicides accounted for about 40% 
of all killings of women and 6% of the murders of 
men.  (World Health Organization, Stockl et 
al., 2013)

 Type of relationship: 
◦ “Boyfriend/girlfriend relationships constituted only 4% of 

the cases of nonlethal violence but 26% of the cases of 
murder.” (Dobash & Dobash, 2015, p 25) 

◦ No difference in the rates, using FBI and 2005 U.S. Census 
data. (James and Daly, 2012)
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 Spain Study: IPM’s were LESS likely than all batterers to: 
◦ exhibit personality disorders
◦ exhibit mental illness 

◦ have a criminal conviction (12% to 48%)
(Echeburua, Fernandez-Montalvo, & Amor, 2003) 

 U.S. Study: IPH’s were more likely than other 
homicides to occur in a shared residence where the 
victim was strangled and the perpetrator was defined 
as in a “rage”. (Thomas, Dichter, & Matejkowski, 2011, p 291)

 IPM’s were more likely than other murderers to have:
◦ higher stake in conformity
◦ more socially bonded (Thomas, Dichter, & Matejkowski, 2011, p 304) 

 Prior physical abuse……...….
◦ Increased in frequency……..….

◦ Increased in severity…….….

◦ Stalked …………………........

 No prior physical abuse…….…. 

◦ Stalked……………………..…

Femicide   
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 11 of 14 (78%) who killed their partner/ex-
partner with a gun said that they would not 
have killed if a gun had not been available. 
(Adams, 2007, P 13)

 2/3 of men who kill their intimate partners 
do so with a gun, according to the FBI.  
(Bureau of Justice Statistics 2004, 6)

 Murder-suicides involving intimate partners 
and familicide reveal a still greater 
proportion of gun use, one approaching 
95%. (Violence Policy Center, 2002. 
www.vpc.org/studies/amertrend.htm.)

 Perpetrator Used Gun ……………………… OR = 24.4
 Trigger – Jealousy/she has new relationship..  OR =    4.9
 Perpetrator unemployed ……………………   OR =    4.4
 Trigger - Victim Leaving (33%) ……………. OR =    4.1
 Threatened w/weapon prior ……………….. OR =    4.1
 Estranged X Control (interaction) …………. OR =    3.4
 Estranged X Low control (interaction) ……. OR =    3.1
 Perpetrator Stepchild ………………………. OR =    2.4
 Highly controlling perpetrator ……………… OR =    2.4
 Couple Never Lived Together …………….. OR =      .31
 Prior Arrest for DV ………………………….. OR =      .31

(Odds 

ratio)

 “The majority of  killers in our study had had 

no prior convictions. 20 of  the 31 killers had 

not previously been convicted of  a crime of  

any kind.” (Adams, 2007, P 25)

 Never underestimate victim’s perceptions 
(Weisz, 2000; Gondolf, 2002). 

◦ If  victims report high risk, it is likely high

 Victims often minimize risk
◦ Campbell study: Approximately half  of  

victims (54% of  actual femicides; 45% of  
attempts) did not accurately perceive their 
risk – that perpetrator was capable of  
killing her &/or would kill her

http://www.vpc.org/studies/amertrend.htm
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 Recent evaluation of effectiveness done by 
OAG & BIP Advisory Board in collaboration 
with the OJA 

 CSO’s examined all 2012 completers of 6 
Kansas BIPS in 2015

 88% have not been charged with another 
“person” crime since their date of completion 

 90% have not had another protection order 
filed against them     

(2016 Batterer Intervention Program Advisory Board BIP Program Evaluation Report)
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